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SMASH PRODUCTS AND G-GALOIS ACTIONS

JAMES OSTERBURG

Dedicated to Professor Hisao Tominaga on his sixtieth birthday

Abstract. We show that duality for coactions follows because the smash product is

a G-Galois extension. We study A'-inner and Ajouter actions of the smash product

and prove that if A is a semiprime G-graded ring such that G is Ajouter on the

smash product then the center of A is contained in the homogeneous component of

the identity element of G.

1. Introduction. In this paper we discuss the smash product of a G-graded

/c-algebra A and the Hopf algebra kG*, the dual of the group algebra kG, with G

finite. We will denote the smash product by A#kG*. Now G acts on A#kG* with

fixed ring A, as was observed in [1]. In this paper, we note that this is a G-Galois

action, which was studied in the 1960s. This is a "module theoretic" approach to

Galois theory. So in §1, we define the concepts mentioned above and show why a

result of Cohen-Montgomery, the Duality for Coactions Theorem [1, Theorem 3.5],

follows. Also, M. van den Bergh has shown that if H is a Hopf algebra and A an H

module algebra [1, Definition 1.1], then A#H/A is //-Galois [7, Theorem 4].

More recently, Galois theory has become much ring theoretic in nature. This

applies in particular to the papers of Kharchenko, and to his successors. We take

these results as our starting place, and our Theorem 3 is what allows us to use the

theorems in [3].

We next calculate the maximal and the Martindale ring of quotients of A, a

semiprime G-graded ring. Finally, for such rings A, we assume the A'-inner automor-

phisms of A#kG* which are in G form a subgroup H of G. We then show that the

center of A is //-homogeneous.

I would like to thank Professors M. Cohen, S. Montgomery and the referee for

their useful suggestions and corrections.

1. Galois actions and duality. Let G be a finite group and Abe a k algebra with 1,

where k is a commutative ring, such that A is a G-graded ring, say A = Y.cAg

(direct), A Ah < Agh for g, h in G, where Ag is an additive subgroup of A for all

g g G. If AgAh = Agh, we say A is strongly G-graded. Let kG* be the dual algebra

of kG, the group ring. We briefly describe the smash product of A and k[G]*. We
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follow the notation in [1] and the reader should consult it for complete details. Now

(pg|g in G), where pg is the projection onto the gth coefficient, is a A: basis of

k[G]*. What follows is [1, Proposition 1.4]. The smash product A#k[G]* is the free

left and right A module with basis [l#pg | g in G}, a set of orthogonal idempotents

whose sum is 1, and with multiplication given by (a#pg)(b#ph) = a(bgh-\)#ph,

where bg is the gth part of b.

Also very briefly we describe G-Galois actions. Our source is [2]. We let R be any

ring with a 1 and G a finite "group of ring automorphisms that act on R. We form

the skew group ring R * G and the fixed ring Rc as in [2]. We regard R as a left

R * G module and a right Rc module. The next result is [2, Theorem 1].

Theorem 1. The following are equivalent:

A. R is finitely generated projective as a right RG module andj: R*G to EndÄc (R)

where j(Y.G rg)(x) = £c rxg for r, x G R and g G G is an isomorphism of rings.

B. There are elements in R (called a Galois base) ax,..., a„ b1,...,b, such that

Ha¡bf = 1 if g = 1 and the sum is 0 if g =£ 1.

We say G is a G-Galois action, if A or B is satisfied.

We note the inverse of j is j~l(f) = £,,gf(a/)(bf)g, for/ in EndÄc/?.

If G is a G-Galois action and there is an element d in R such that the trace of

d = tr(d) = Y.cdg = 1 (<=> RG is an RG direct summand of R), then R * G is

Morita equivalent to RG. So as usual, there is a bijection between the two-sided

ideals of R * G and RG.

We return to the smash product and following [1], we let G = {1,...,k) act on

R = A#k[G]* by (a#ph)8 = a#phg. This is a G-Galois action for our Galois base:

take a, = l#pl,...,ak = l#pk, bx = l#pl,...,bk = l#pk where G = {l,...,k}.

Since these idempotents are orthogonal and sum to 1 they form a Galois base of R

over RG = A.

The next theorem was proven by Cohen-Montgomery [1, Theorem 3.5]. Let

Mat „(A) be the ring of n X n matrices over A where n = \G\.

Theorem 2 (Duality for coactions). j is an isomorphism from (A#k[G]*)*G

to EndÀ(A#kG*) which is isomorphic to Mat„(^4).

Remarks. If the standard basis of A#kG*, (l#pg|g in G), is chosen, one sees

that for a in A, j(a#l) has matrix (aik->#l), where Oj is the g7 homogeneous part

of a by using the formula [1, Proposition 1.4] Y.¡(l#pi)(aik-i#l) = (a#l)(l#pk).

So Ay (the component of 1) is embedded along the diagonal. Also kG* sits in

Mat „(.4) as the idempotents e¡ which has a 1 in the i - i position and is 0

elsewhere. Finally, G is embedded via the regular representation. This was indepen-

dently observed by D. Quinn [6, Theorem 1.3].

2. Inner and outer actions of A#kG*. An important object in the study of finite

group actions of a semiprime ring R is the algebra of the group B(R,G). It is

defined as follows: Let g g G, Q the maximal quotient ring of R, let Jg = {q G

Q|xq = qxgfor all x G R}; then B = LJg.

Parts (1) and (2) of the next proposition are well known.
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Theorem 3. Assume R is G-Galois over RG. Then

(1) If L is a G-invariant left ideal of R such that tr(L) = 0, then L = 0.

(2) If RG is semiprime, then R is semiprime.

(3) If RG is semiprime, then B(R, G) is semiprime.

Proof. Let a,,..., a„ ¿>,,..., b, be a Galois basis. Now take L as in (1). The

Galois basis property implies for each / in L, I = E,a, tr(bj), but this makes / = 0.

(2) Let D be a nilpotent left ideal of R, let E = Y.cDg. Then ir(E) is nilpotent;

hence D = 0.

To prove (3) we work in Q, the maximal quotient ring of R. By Kitamura's result

[4] Q is a G-Galois extension of QG and QG is the maximal quotient ring of RG. Let

C be a G-invariant ideal of B such that C2 = 0. Let D be the annihilator of C in

QG. Since B commutes with QG, D is the left and right annihilator of C. Also

tr(0C) < D and (IrQC)D = 0 since C is G-invariant and nilpotent. Thus [trßC]2

= 0; since QG is semiprime, (1) implies C = 0. But if E is any nilpotent ideal of B,

then C = Ec Eg is a G-invariant nilpotent ideal; hence £ = 0.

Remarks. (1) We recall a result of Kharchenko: Let G be a finite group. Then if

R and B(R,G) are semiprime, then RG is semiprime [4, Theorem 6.1]. Thus

Theorem 3 shows the converse holds if R is G-Galois over RG.

(2) Let Q(R) = Q be the maximal quotient ring of R or the Martindale quotient

ring of R. Assume R is G-Galois over RG and RG is semiprime. Theorem 3 says the

standing hypotheses of [3] hold; namely R and B(R,G) are semiprime. Thus in the

Martindale quotient ring case, QG is the Martindale ring of quotients of Rc [3,

Theorem 6.4]. Also RG is prime if and only if B(R,G) is G-simple, by [3, Theorem

6.1 and Proposition 6.5]. In the case of the maximal ring of quotients, QG is the

maximal ring of quotients of RG, as was pointed out in the proof of Theorem 3.

Finally, we note B is the centralizer of RG in Q [3, Theorem 6.2].

Thus, in our case, A semiprime implies B = B(A#kG*, G) is semiprime. We note

that A graded semiprime does not imply B semiprime. For assume it did; then by [1,

Theorem 2.9], A#kG* is semiprime, but B is semiprime, so by [4, Theorem 6.1] A is

semiprime. Thus, graded semiprime would imply semiprime, but this is not true.

I would like to thank the referee for improving the next result.

Theorem 4. Assume that G is finite and that A is a semiprime G-graded ring. With

Q( ) denoting either the left Martindale quotient ring or the maximal left quotient

ring, then Q(A) is a G-graded ring and Q(A#kG*) is isomorphic, as a k-algebra, to

Q(A)#kG*. Moreover, if A is strongly G-graded, then Q(A) is also.

Proof. Set R = A#kG*. We know R is semiprime [1, Theorem 2.9] and has a

G-action for which RG — A#l. As is well known, this action extends to an action on

each of the two quotient rings.

The second remark following Theorem 3 shows that Q(R)G is Q(A). In either

case, denote Q(R) by Q and Q(R)G by S. Then Q is a ring with G-action, and Q

contains the idempotents l#pg for all g in G.
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To see that S is G-graded we use the criterion given in [1, p. 240], and define a

function ß: G -» End¿(S) where for g in G and s e S,

ß(g)[s] = tr[(l#pl)s{l#Pg-l)],

where trx = T.cxg for x G Q. Routine calculations verify the three properties on p.

240 of [1]. So we have a grading on S with ß(g)[s] as the g-component of s.

So we can form the smash product of S and kG* and, to avoid confusion between

operations in the smash product of S and kG* and in the ring Q = Q(A#kG*), we

temporarily use $ to denote the former. In other words, elements of S$kG* are

sums of terms of the form s $pg with 5 G S, g G G. Define a homomorphism <f>:

S$kG* into Q where <p(s$pg) = s(l#pg) where this latter product makes sense in

Q. That <i> is well defined follows since S$kG* is a free S$ 1 module. To see that c¡>

is one-to-one, suppose that Y.csg(l#pg) = 0.

There is a member D of the appropriate filter of ideals or left ideals of A with

each (D#l)sg contained in A#l. So £c(£>#l)jg(l#pg) = 0; thus (D#l)sg = 0, in

A#l and sg = 0 in S. To show <p is a ring homomorphism one must recall how S is

graded. So let s, t g S and g, h g G; then

$\(s%pg)(t$ph)\= st(gh-')(l#Ph)

= Jtr[(l#p1)i(l#p,g-1)](l#pJ

= s(l#pg)t(l#Ph) = <t>(s$pg)4>(t$ph).

Finally to see (J> is onto, let a g Q. For each x g G, set a^ = tr(a(l #px)), this being

fixed, so is in 5. Now a(l#px) = qx(l#px) so q = Y.xq(l#px) is in T.xS(l#px).

Thus 0 is a /c-algebra isomorphism. To show S is strongly graded, if A is also, we

need to show the ideal S(l#p,)S equals S#kG*, but since A is strongly graded,

A(l#px)A = A#kG*. Here we are using [1, Theorem 2.12].

Remark. See [5, Theorem 5.1]. The definitions of A'-inner and A'-outer are in [3].

Let Ginn = (g G G|g is A'-inner on A#kG*}. Now if A#kG* is prime, then Ginn

is a normal subgroup of G.

Theorem 5. Let A be semiprime and G-graded. Assume Ginn is a subgroup of G.

With Z( ) denoting the center of a ring, then Z(A) is contained in Y.hAh, with h in

Ginn. In particular, if G is X-outer, then Z(A) is contained in Av

Proof. We denote Ginn by H and A#kG* by R. Since RG = A is semiprime,

B(R,G) is too by Theorem 3. By the definition of the algebra of the group, it follows

that B(R,G) = B(R, H): call it B. We let Q be the Martindale quotient ring of R,

so [3, Theorem 6.2] gives that B is the centralizer in Q of both RH and RG. Now it

follows easily that Z(A) < Z(RH). Let /, = T.Hl#ph, which is an element of RH.

So if a#l is in Z(A), then (a#l)/, =/,(a#l). Upon equating the coefficients of

l#p,, we see Z(A) < T.HAh.

S. Montgomery has an unpublished example that show the converse is false.
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